
Game 1010
Task is to implement a popular 1010 game in Python. In this game, blocks are dropped on
the square-sized board as long as there is enough available space on the board. Whenever
complete row (or column) is filled after dropping the block, that row (or column) is removed
and  extra  point  obtained,  similar  to  famous  Tetris  game (where  only  bottom rows  are
removed). Game should be implemented in two modes: 
1. single user mode where user is allowed to drop blocks on the game board, until there

is no possibility to drop the next block;
2. computer mode where, for a given game board and a sequence of blocks, computer

will play the game either in "greedy" manner or in optimal "highest score" manner
(detailed description will be given below). 

Description of a single user mode 
When started in single user mode, the initial game board is shown, as well as the next block 
to be dropped:

Initial board size can be set in the game, but default is 5x5. Initially filled board fields can be
defined during board creation, as well (for the above example (1,3) and (2,4)). Block to be
dropped next  contains "anchor" position (white double-boundary square),  which is  used
when deciding where to drop the block. If drop position is (2,3), as it is given in the example
from above, block will be placed so that the anchor of the block is placed in the 2nd column
and the 3rd row:



While playing in the single user mode, points are obtained after each block drop. Number of
collected points depends on the size of the previously dropped block. For the example from
above 2 points are collected since the previously dropped block had the size of 2. Game
continues as long as the next block can be dropped anywhere on the board:



Additional points are obtained if dropping the block caused the complete row (or column)
to be filled, which will result in removing all the blocks from the filled row (or column):

If incorrect drop position is given (as in the image from above), user is asked to repeat the
input. In the same manner, user drops blocks until it is not possible to drop the next one:



Description of computer game mode 
In computer mode, two functions need to be implemented. Both functions receive  two
arguments 

• current board with possibly filled fields (board)
• sequence of blocks (blocks)

while the first one (highest_score) will receive one additional argument required for the
recursive function call.

highest_score(board, blocks, start=0)
Return the highest possible score that can be obtained by dropping all the  blocks  in the
given sequence of blocks starting from the given start index in the order from left to right
on the given board.
If a solution is possible, the function actually returns a tuple consisting of the highest score
followed by a list of all positions at which the successive blocks must be dropped.
If  the  highest  score  can  be  reached  in  several  possible  ways,  the  function  will  give
preference to positions closest to the bottom left corner to drop the next block.
If no solution is possible, the function returns the tuple (None,None).
With  the  assumption  that  the  given  board  is  a  proper  board,  each  block  in  the  given
sequence of blocks is a proper block and the given start index is not negative, but may be
beyond the last element in the sequence of blocks, this function should be implemented
recursively.

play_greedy(board, blocks)
Drop the given sequence of blocks in the order from left to right on the given board in a
greedy way.
The function will take blocks in triplets (groups of 3) in the order from left to right, and
drop them on the given board in the best possible way (i.e yielding the highest possible
score) not taking into account blocks that still need to be dropped further on.
If the number of blocks is not a multiple of 3, the function will take the remaining blocks (1
or 2) in the last step.
The function will  search for the best possible positions to drop each of the 3 blocks in
succession.  If  several  positions  yield  the  same  highest  score,  the  function  will  give
preference to positions closest to the bottom  left corner.
If a solution is possible, the function returns the total score obtained from dropping all the
blocks.
If no solution is possible, the function returns None. 
All the blocks that  could be dropped are effectively dropped on the given board.
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